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Outdoor Products
Outdoor Fire Pit Log Stacks are refractory ceramic logs for outdoor gas fire pits. 
•   20” stacks are designed for 18” to 24” diameter fire pits
•   30” stacks are designed for 20” to 40” diameter fire pits
•   50” stacks are designed for 40” to 60” diameter fire pits
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Fire Glass

Reflective Fire Glass

How much glass do I need? We recommend using 2”-4” of fire glass on our burners. One lb. of fire glass 
is approximately 20 cubic inches. Determine the area in square inches that will be covered by fire glass. 
Multiply that area times the desired depth of glass to get the total volume of glass required in cubic 
inches. Divide the volume by 20 to determine how many pounds of glass will be necessary to cover the 
burner. Small sized volcanic cinder may be used under glass to reduce the amount of glass necessary to 
achieve the correct depth. Go to www.hargrovegaslogs.com for an easy to use calculator.

Volcanic Rock Volcanic Rock is used as a base for fire burners as well as a 
floor and burner cover for outdoor gas logs. Large Volcanic 
Rock is 1” to 3” chunks that come in 5 gallon buckets (1 cubic 
ft.) Small Volvanic Rock is 3/8” rock available in 5 lb. 
bags or in 5 gallon buckets (1 cubic ft.)

Wilderness Char  30” Set Wilderness Split  30” Set Wilderness Oak  30” Set

*Available in 1/4” and 1/2” in various colors



H-Tube Burners - available in 18”, 24”, 30”, and 36” lengths. Offered as a burner kit that 
includes the burner, sand, volcanic rock, flex connector, and fittings. Burner comes with 
fittings for Natural gas. Available as match light only.

Glass H Burners - available as 18”, 24”, and 30” kits with a safety pilot on/off remote or 
variable flame remote. Each kit includes the burner, pilot system, sand, flex connector and 
fittings. Available for Natural gas or Liquid propane.

S Burners - available in 18”, 24”, and 30” kits. Offered as a burner kit that includes the 
burner, sand, volcanic rock, flex connector and fittings. Available for Natural Gas and Liquid 
Propane with or without a valve.

Gas Log Burner Kit - available in 18”, 24”, 30”, and 36” kits. Offered as a burner kit 
that includes the burner, grate, large and small volcanic rock, flex connector and fittings. 
Available for Natural Gas.
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Fire Ring Burners - are available in 18”, 24”, 30” and 36” 
diameters. The listed size is the diameter of the base plate where 
the burner media is placed. Offered as a burner only or as a kit that 
includes the burner, valve, fittings, connectors and volcanic rock. 
Burner comes with orifices for Natural Gas and Liquid Propane. 
Available as match light only. (30” Wilderness log sets on the front of 
this brochure are shown with 30” Fire Ring burner.)

Drop-In Style Burners - are available in a 22” diameter as a kit 
that includes the burner, valve, fittings, and connectors. Burner comes 
with orifices for Natural Gas and Liquid Propane. Available as match 
light only.

Drop-In with 20” 
Wilderness Split


